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Degreaser detergent for self-cleaning ovens

Concentrated alkaline degreaser designed for use on self-cleaning ovens. 
Removes stubborn stains including burnt-on grease in one cycle. Can be 
used with all self-cleaning and convection ovens. Avoid contact with 
aluminum parts.

Strong degreaser

removes burnt fats

Can be used hot or cold
FLICK OVEN

Concentrated

Plastic jerry can*

Bottle 1 kg 

Self-cleaning 
ovens

LIQUID

TABS

pH
14

Ecological organic descaler

Strong concentrated descaler, designed for self-cleaning ovens. It contains 
corrosion inhibitors and a color change indicator which makes its action 
easy to monitor and control over time.

Strong on limestone

Citric base

Effective on hard waters

Contains corrosion inhibitors

REMO KAL ECOL 

Nature
Friendly

Plastic jerry can*

Bottle 1 kg 

Ovens Concentrated pH
2,1

Cleaning tabs for ovens

Detergent powder tabs with energetic degreasing and decarbonizing 
action, for cleaning self-cleaning ovens, integrating a sanitizing function 
that reduces residual bad odours.

Suitable for very resistant 
dirt

Non aggressive on oven 
components

Removes odors and carbon 
residues

OVEN SENSITIVE TAB

Bucket

Ready
to use

Self-cleaning 
ovens pH

13

Degreaser & rinse aid for self-cleaning ovens - 2in1

Detergent with brightening action designed for use on self-cleaning ovens. 
Removes the most stubborn dirt including burnt-on fat in just one wash 
cycle. It can be used with all self-cleaning and convection ovens. Its 
brightening action leaves the oven chamber shiny without streaks. Avoid 
contact with aluminum.

Degreasing and brightening 
action

Removes the burned fats 

Leaves the oven chamber 
shiny

OVEN LIQUID 2ACT 

Plastic jerry can*

Self-cleaning 
ovens

Concentrated 2 actions
in 1

pH
12,5

Rinse aid for self-cleaning ovens

Designed as an additive in the final rinse cycle of self-cleaning ovens. 
Formulated as anti-foaming product. By reducing the surface tension of the 
rinse water, it facilitates immediate drying of the oven surface. It can also be 
used with very hard water.

Non-foaming

Fast drying

For very hard waters
RINSE OVEN

Plastic jerry can*

ConcentratedSelf-cleaning 
ovens

pH
2,4



READY TO USE

Rinse aid and descaling tabs

Powder tab designed to obtain a brightening and descaling action in the 
chamber of professional ovens with automatic cleaning cycle. Leaves the 
cooking chamber shiny without streaks.

Effective on limescale

Leaves the oven chamber 
shiny

Does not damage oven 
components

RINSE AND DESCALING TAB

Bucket

Ready
to use

Self-cleaning 
ovens

pH
2,77

Cleansing tabs with rinse aid action - 2in1
Degreasing and shining action

Eliminates burnt grease

Leaves the oven chamber shiny

Bucket

Ready
to use

2 actions
in 1

Self-cleaning 
ovens

Powder tab designed to obtain an energetic cleaning and shining action in 
the chamber of professional ovens with automatic cleaning cycle. Removes 
cooking residues and leaves the chamber shiny without streaks.

DET&RINSE TAB

pH
13,18

Decarbonizing tabs for professional fryers

Decarbonizing tabs for cleaning steel baskets and professional fryers.

Removes carbonized oil and 
grease

Used regularly eliminates 
odor residues

FRIT TAB

Bucket

Professional 
fryers

Ready
to use

pH
12,5

The sizes marked with an asterisk are available in different packaging.
For further details and options, please feel free to contact us.

Descaler, deoxidizer for hard water

Descaler suitable for the removal of calcareous deposits. Also effective as 
a deoxidizer for metal surfaces, usable by immersion or circulation in the 
presence of hard water. Contains inhibitors that prevent the formation of 
limescale on the treated surfaces.

Suitable for limescale removal

Deoxidizing metallic surfaces

Prevents new limescale 
formations

REMO KAL HW

Concentrated pH
1

Plastic jerry can*

Amphore*

Bottle 1 kg

Ovens

Strong manual descaler for ovens and plates

Energetic descaler for ovens, hobs, grills and kebabs. If left to act on a 
warm surface, it acts against the most stubborn residues.

Effective on carbonized dirt

Easily rinseable

1 product only for 3 kitchen 
equipment

FORNOLUX PLUS 

Ready
to use

Ovens, grills, 
and plates

Use with a 
cloth

Plastic jerry can*

Spray 750 ml

pH
12,5-13,5



(+39) 030 267443

horeca.export@tf-cleaning.it

www.tf-cleaning.it
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A brand by

Also distribute your brand,
customize the labels!


